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CONDITIONS FOR 
MEASURES IN 
USSR 
Let (fl”, 9”, IF”),, *, be a sequence of stochastic bases, i.e. measurable spaces (L!“, 3”) equipped 
with filtrations F” = (~3:)~ _(, such that 
*F-(: = {O, 0,‘) c_ ??I’ E . * * E .9”, ; ;p; = *p’“. 
k-l 
Let P” and pn be probability measures on (0”. 9”) and Pt = P”l9;, P; = P”I.3,” be their 
restrictions on the a-algebra 3,“. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for cnnvergcnce 
of the measures P” and p” in variation in terms of characteristics of their restrictions as weI1 as 
in so-called ‘predictable’ terms. 
variation between the measures * convergence in variation * likelihood ratio * pseudo-invcr- 
sion * predictable stochastic sequence * ‘predictable’ conditions 
1. Formulation of the main results 
1. Let (J?“, F*,ff’l),l ., be a sequence of stochastic bases, i.e. measurable spaces 
(a”, 9”) equipped with filtrations IF” = ( 9i)klri, such that 
Let P” and p” be probability measures on (a”, 3”) and Pi = P”19;‘, PL = P”ls; 
be their restrictions on the u-algebra 9;. The aim of this paper is to give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for convergence of variation 
/I p,, - p” 11 = 2 s~p [P(A)- P”(A)I 
:\ c :9 ” 
between the measures P” and p” to zero as n + 0~. 
2. To formulate the general conditions (see Theorem I) and ‘predictable’ condi- 
tions (‘see Theorems 2, 3) we introduce the following notation. Put 
)L(” = (P’J + P”)/2. p;=(P;,‘+P;j/L 
alld define finite versions of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the measures P”, p” 
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and PC,, & .with respect to the measures CL” and pz respectively: 
sf’ = dP”/,(j,/, 5” = dP”/dp “, [; = dP;l/dp ;, S;: = dP,“/d&. 
Define lthe likelihood ratios 
z; =&SC, 2,” = 5;/ fi. 
Here the undefined form O/O appears only with zero kz-probability; in this case 
we se’ S; = 2; = f)_ h 
Introduce also tlhe random variables * 
u;: =z;(z;,‘_,)‘-‘, a;; = Z;1(& ,p, 
where Z:,’ = ZI: = 1 and 
i 
0 if a = 0, 
(1 
l-1 
= l/a 
I 
ifO<a<m, 
oc; ifn=oo. 
3. The general criterion for convergence in variation is given in the follow- 
ing Theorem 1. Fkrther E”, f?” denote the expectations with respect to the 
measures P”, P” respectively and the notation T” 5 0 means that, for every E > 0, 
P”([~‘*l> F)+O as n+co. - -C 
is necessary utrd srtficient for If P” - P” II-_) 0 us n + CO. 
Remark 1. By the symmetry of IIF” - P ‘I I), the conditions (a), (b), (cl are equivnknt 
to the corresponding ones obtained by the substitution of Zq, P”, E” by 2:. ii”. 
G” respectively. 
4. The ncxr result is the central one in this paper and gives necessary and suflkient 
‘predictable’ conditions for convergence in variation. 
Theorem 2. Either condition 
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is necessary and sufficient for ilBfl -P” II-, 0 as n + 00. 
The conditions (A), (A) may be expressed in other terms. For this purpose 
consider the nonnegative predictable stochastic sequence H” = (HE, LFPI;_l)ka, with 
H;: ={E,~([Jp;-~~]2)9~-,)}“2 
where E,n is the expectation with respect to the measure p”, 
P;: = 5k”(Gr1)“)7 p; = s’[( [;_.. ,)Y 
Theorem 3. The condition 
is necessary and suj‘icient for convergence of the measures’P” and P” in variation. 
Remark 2. From the proof of Theorem 3 we shall find that the fulfillment of the 
condition (A*) with respect to the measure P” or P” is also necessary and sufficient 
for IIF’-P”II+O as n+co. 
Suppose P” = 0; X 0; X - - -, P” = 0; X 0; X - * - are product measures on the 
measurable spaces (an, W) with 
0” =fi;xJ-j;x.. . ,$“=G;@G;@. - -. 
Then the values H; coincide lvith Hellinger distance 
between ‘one-dimensional distributions’ QF and 0,” in n-th series (vi = 
(6; + Q;)/2). In th is case from Theorem 3 we have the known result (see [I, p. 221) 
that 
2. The proof of the general criterion for convergence in variation 
1. To prove the general criterion for convergence in variation whi#ch as been 
given in Theorem 1 we need snm, p facts about contiguity of probability measures. 
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The sequence of probability measures (ii”),,,, is said to be continguous to the 
sequence of probability measures (P”),.II (see [2]-[4]) if, for every sequence of 
measu:rable sets (A!,),, -I with A,, E T, 
lim <“(A,,) = 0 =3 lim fi”(A,8) = 0. 
n-1 n -bLC 
This contiguity property we shall denote by (PI’) 4 (P”). 
It is obvious that convergence in variation implies mutual contiguity, i.e. (p’) Q 
(P”) and (P”) 4 (pn). 
In the foilowing lemma (see [5, Lemma 9, Section 41; [6. Theorem 1, SectioJl 
11) various conditions of contiguity are given. Put 
where the existence of limits follows from the fact that (f;‘), -. , and (lcjk -, are 
nonnegative martingales with respect to the measure p’*. 
Lemma 1. For contiguily (p”) CI (P”) any condition from the ones given below is 
necessary and sufficient: 
( 1) the sequence (Zl: , P” ),, ~_ I is uniformly infegrable, i.e. 
lim Irm E”(ZTI( Zy 3 N)) = 0 V *1 ,,-I- 
where J! B) is the indkaror of the set B. arld also 
P’(Z:’ =x) 40 as II -9x; 
i 2) for rcery .s&m7prence (Z:JT~),,, , concergirlg weakly to Z wirh respect to the 
measures ( P.1 j,,, _ , we haoe EZ = 1 ; 
i 3) the sequerlce (sup, _ ,,. , Z;l, P” ),, . , is tight, i.e. 
lim limP”(,p~~p ZL?N)=O. .v - 1 ,I -* 1 ‘( 
2. To prove Theorem 1 we shall first formulate the conditions for convergence 
in variation in terms of (,Z’: ),, ,. 
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=E”IZ:-lI+P”(Z;=a?). 0) 
If condition (cy) is fulfilled then from (1) condition (p) follows. From condition 
(p) by Chebyshev’s inequality we have (y). 
To prove the implication (y)+(a) we use Lemma 1. The condition ( y) implies 
the condition (2) of Lemma 1 and hence condition (1) is also satisfied. According 
to condition ( 1) the sequence (Z,:, P”) is uniformly integrable, so, by virtue of (y), 
E”(ZE. - 11 + 0 as n + 00. Moreover by the condition (1) of Lemma 1, P”(Zz. = ~0) + 0 
as n + 00. Therefore, from (1) it follows that j/P” -P” II + 0 as YE + ~0 and Lemma 2 
is proved. 
Remark 3. By virtue of the symmetry of II&j” - P” I/ the conditions (p), ( y) of 
Lemma 2 are equivalent to the conditions: 
(p) JPIZ:-lI+O, n+cO, 
(jq (&l) + -- o, n+oo, 
Remark 4. In the case of product measures, the equivalence of the conditions /a) 
and (y) has been proved in [7]; in the general case this equivalence has been 
established in [8]. 
3. Proof of Theorern 1. In order to prove Theorem 1 we shall establish the following 
implications: 
(lp’-P”~~+o) 3 (a) =$ Ib) * (a) 3 (~p*-P’1/p41~. 
(/lP”-Ppo) 3 (cj 3 (h). 
First we obtain the implications (2). For this we notice that 
12) 
(3) 
Since 
iiI’E-P~/I=E’T/Z~-ll+P;(Z);=OC)r 
from (4) that 
(5) 
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Hence, from the convergence of the measures 13” and P” in variation, the condition 
(a) follows. If we apply Chebyshev’s inequality then from (a) we obtain (b). 
To establish the implication (h)*(a) we suppose that the condition (b) is satisfied 
but supI- k_ r En/Z: - I (+ 0. Then there exist sequences (n’) E (n) and ( k,,e),,n,, 
such that 
If we now consider the subsequence (Zzi.),,p, 1, then 
P;:.(jz;:.-lj>&)~ sup P(lZ;‘-lj%). 
Ic.k.z-,W 
Hence, from the condition (b) we have 
pn 
(Z;‘“._ 1) --k+ 0, n’+c0. 
This property implies the condition (2) of Lemma 1 for the subsequence (Zi!:.),,, -,. 
Moreover, according to the condition (1) of Lemma 1 this subsequence 
integrable with respect to the measures P;:. So, 
E”‘[Z;;, - lJ_,O, n’-tcC, 
which is contradicted by (6). Therefore, we have (b)*(u). 
is uniformly 
According to (4), (5) for the proof of the implication (a)* (l/P” - P” I/ + 0) it is 
suflicient to show that 
sup P;(Z;=W)-+O as n>cQ. 
I k. x 
Applying the Lebesgue decomposition we find that for every c > 0 
Jyz; = E”Zg(Z; <C)+E”Z;z(Z~sc) 
= 1 - P;,l(Z;,l 2 c) -t- E”Z;lZ(Zl: 5 C), 
where I(B) is the indicator of the set B. Then, from these equalities it follows that 
P;‘(Z;l3 c) = I- E”Z’,‘+ E”Z;z(Zy 2 c). (7) 
Further, for any c := 2 
Since 11 - F”Z’::js E”fZy-- 11, we have from (7), (8) that 
~~cw:, f’rom thccondition ((I) and the relations(J), (5). (9) we find that i/P”--I”‘/[-+ 
0 25 /I + x and the implications (2) are established. 
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Let us prove the implications (3). First of all we notice that the implication 
(c)*(b) is obvious. Therefore, it only remains to prove the first implication. 
We have 
P” 
( 
sup Iz;:-liar: 
Is&-ccc > 
SP” 
( 
sup (Z;:_l)‘>& 
) ( 
+P” sup (l-z;)+?=& , 
> 
Wi 
IS&<~X~ lsk<:rcr. 
where a+ = max( a, 0). We shall show that both the terms on the right-hand side of 
(10) tend to zero as n j 00. For this we notice that (Z;, Sz, P”),,,, is a supermarting- 
ale and hence ((1 -Zt)‘, St, P”),,, is a submartingale. By the well-known 
inequality for submartingales, 
P” 
( 
sup (l-z;;‘)+?& GY?‘(l-Z;)+/c: 
]zk> N > 
~E”(l-Z~~)+/FdE’~~l-ZI:I/E. 
From these inequalities we find 
P’l sup (1 -z;)+ 3 F cE”J1 -z,:,I/E, 
I-_&<: 11 > 
(11) 
and, hence, by the condition (/3) of Lemma 2, 
P” 
( 
sup (l-z;)‘% +O, n+a. 
la&-.x > 
(12) 
Since the convergence of the measures t?” and P” in variation implies the contiguity 
(P”) d (p”), the proof that 
P” 
( 
sup (Z;‘--l)‘% -0, n-,03, 
> 
(13) 
1 s k c IX 
can be accomplished by showing that 
P” 
( 
sup (z;--1)+2E -0, n+m. 
> I- k.-x 
Because ,i?;1= l/Z;’ El.“-a.s., we get, for any 6 > 0, 
(14) 
P sup (z;-l)+% 
, T: k ..- 1 > 
5 p * 
Since (Zr, $r, ?)& .__, is supermartingale, we obtain, similarly to (1 l), that 
(15) 
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According to the Remark 3 of Lemma 2, the convergence of the measures P” _ 
and P” in variation implies condition (p). Moreover from convergence in variation 
we have mutual contiguity of the sequences (p”) and (P”) and hence, hv condition 
(3) of Lemma 1, the sequence (sup,,.,, X, Z[, P”) is tight, i.e. 
lim lirn P” sup z;a1/s 
> 
=o. 
8+(1 PI-r X- , -z: k c Ix 
If in (15) and (16j we first let n + CO and then S + 0 we get (14) together with 
(13). The relations (13), (12), (10) show that (~~~“--P”~~ -+0)+(c) and Theorem 
1 is proved. 
3. Proof of the ‘predictable’ criteria for convergence in variation 
1. To prove the ‘predictable’ critera for convergence in variation which have 
been formulated in Theorems 2, 3 we need the following result from [6] (see [6, 
Theorems 5, 6, Section 41). 
Denote by A = (A,),,_ ,- .,’ a nondecreasing continuous function with A,, = 0, T < 
X. Let N = (N,),,. ,_ l be a Gaussian martingale with (IV), = 4A,, Z” = (Z~~,,lI)o_-I~_ 7, 
?:=:(ir&“,,). Os-1~ 7” where (k,,). ., is an increasing sequence, k,, t 00. 
Theorem 4. The condifions 
I A”1 
(11) 1 E”((l-J11)‘/6;..,)~,4,, r~(0, T], 
k- I 
arc necessary and suficient for the simul:aneoa:s weak couuergence 
Z” ‘b exp( N - 1/2(N);, 2” z exp(N+ 1/2(N)) 
in the Skorohod topology. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2. Su_ficiency. Let ( k,, ) ,1 . , be an increasing sequence, k,, t a. 
According to the condition (A) of this Theorem 
From (17) it follows that the conditions (I), (11) of Theorem 4 are satisfied with 
11, = 0. Hence. 2” 2 E where E = (E(t)),,.. I. ,, E’(f) = 1. This relation implies (see 
13. ji. 213]) that 
~,Up iZ;;,~,i- II -‘“, 0 
o- I’ 1 
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From this we find that for each increasing sequence I:,, ? * 
By virtue of arbitrariness of the sequence (k,),,, r. we have 
sup ]z;:-I]:o (18) 
and hence, by Theorem 1, I/p -P” iI-+ 0 as n + 00. 
Suppose the condition (A) of Theorem 2 is fuhilled. Then if we replace P”, E”, 
Z’,l, (Y: by P”, I?“, Zt, 6: respectively in the relations given above, we again obtain 
that ]]pn-P”]]+O as n+a. 
Necessity. Let ]]P” - P” I] + 0 as n -+ 00. Then by Theorem 1 (see condition (c)), 
for every E > 0, 
P” 
( 
sup ]z;1-1]>& 
> 
-+o, n +a, 
I:>k. ,T 
P” 
( 
sup ]ZI:--~]~E -*O, n+m. 
1 b k r:,i~ > 
By virtue of the contiguity (P”) CI (pn) which follows from convergence of the 
measures P” and P’* in variation, the last relation is fulfilled with respect to the 
meaplrres P”. Hence, for any increasing sequence k,, t m we get 
By Theorem 4, from these relations, we obtain t 17) which implies condition (A) 
by virtue of the arbitrariness of a sequence (k,,),,..,. The condition (A) is obtained 
in the same way and Theorem 2 is proved. 
3. Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity. Suppose ]]p” - P’l]) + 0 as ii 9 ix:. &XtJIding to 
the mutual contiguity of the sequences of measures (P”) and (P”), it is sufficient 
to show that the condition (A*) is fulfilled with respect to the measures P”. 
By Theorem 2 and contiguity 
By Lemma 4 of [S] (p”-as.) 
(H;f)‘=l(cu;_, <a?)E”((l-j~)‘/4r:.,)+P”((Y;L=OC.I~;: ,). (19) 
From (19) it follows that in order to get the condition (A”) with respect to the 
measures p’* we need to show that 
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To prove (20) we obtain the following inequality: for any 0 < E -C 1, S > 0 
1~ order to obtain (21 j we use the Lenglart-R.ebolledo inequality (see [lo]). Let 
(xk, %i)kHl, ( Yk, $“,)k,, be two nonnegative increasing stochastic processes with 
X,- Y0 = 0. Suppose that for any finite stopping time 7 we have EX, G EY,.. 
According to this inequality, for any a > 0, b > 0, 
b+E sup (n/,-a/,_,! 
I/ 
a+P(Y,a 6). 
lsk<m 
For a-e, b-&S and 
we get 
Since 
and 
c 
we obtain the inequality (21) from (22). 
Next. \ve show that for any 0 < F < 1, 
P”/ 
‘( 
sup IC+ll?E 
> ( 
a2P” sup lz;l- 112 F?/4 
> 
+P”(Zr: =Ca?). 
I: L. 1 I- k- , 
InJcetl. since tii - Zt(Z;[ ,)“, 
(23) 
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where B” =U~=,{Z~=oo}u{Z”,=O}. As P”(Z’~=co)=P”(~“k=O)=O and 
Isk<oo 
IZ;:-lj%ES/2 +P” sup lz;:-l/N-S . 
Ick-=zcc > ( lsk<m > 
If we put S = e/2 in this inequality then (23) follows. 
By the inequality (23), Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 we obtain that, as n -+ a, 
P” 
( 
sup la;-1[2T +o. 
Isk<w > 
Hence, by virtue of contiguity of the sequences (P”) and (P”) we have 
“PI P 
( 
sup faE-lI>~ 40, n+W. 
1 c. k c a > 
If at first we let n +oo in (21) and then 8 -+O we get (20). Thus, we have the 
condition (A*) with respect to the measures p”. By contiguity thk implies the 
condition (A”) with respect to the measures P” and, hence, the condition (A*) is 
also fulfilled with respect to the measures IL”. 
Sufficiency. Let the condition (A*) hold with respect to the measures p”. Then 
it also holds with respect to the measures P”. 
Now we shall prove that P”-a.s. 
(H;)% E”((1 -JGj)‘19;:__1). (24) 
Since the states (0) and {CC)} are absorbing ones for the process (Z”,),,, and 
m: =Z;l(Z;l_ I)H, we find that {CY: =oo} ={Zt =co} CL”-a.s. From these relal.ions we 
get that 
Hence, P”-as. 
E’~((l-J~)‘~.~;;.,~=E”(I(LY;:#CC)(l--J~~)~~~~_ ,). 
Because P” cc p ‘I, by Lemma 6.6 of [l l] we get: P”-a.s. 
E”(l(cr;l # oc)(l -a,21 9;: _*) 
=E,~(z(a;:f~)(l-~~)2~;(Sk_,)[.)(~II_,). 
(25) 
W) 
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Using the equality p’“-a.s. 
a; =(~~(~l~.,)“)/(5;‘(5;-‘_,)‘“: 
and hence, b”-as., 
z(a!;#~)(l-jlr;l)‘~~(~~_-l)“=z(cr;#oo)(~~-~~)~ (27) 
From t 25). (26), (27) we obtain that P”-a.s. 
and this implies (24). 
From the inequality (24) and since the condition (A*) is fulfilled with respect to 
the measures P” we obtain condition (A) of Theorem 2. Therefore, I/P” - P”jI + 0 
;I\ n + X, ar\d Theorem 3 is proved. 
4. Examples 
WC shall consider several examples which illustrate the possibility of using the 
results obtained. 
Example 1. Let (” = (c ,,_, , . . . 5 [ ,,,, ,I and 4” = (j,,,,, . . , , 5 ,,.,,I be two independent 
sequences of independent random variables ( &,,r,) li;z, and ( l,l,k) ,, . , . Suppose the 
variables &k take the values 0 and 1 with probabilities 1 -p,, and P,~ respectively. 
Assume that the variables 5 ,l,k are Poisson-distributed with parameter A,, = A/U, 
II<< A <- .x. Let 97;; = ~(6 ,,.,, . . . , &, in,,, . . . , (,,.k}, 3” = F,‘,, while P” is the distribu- 
tion of 4” and p” is the distribution of j”. 
It is evident that 
+ 1 -exp(-A,,) - A,, ex+h,,)}. 
I rclrn rhc results of the Theorem Z and (2X) the km,wn fact follows that the measures 
1”. :tnd I’” conf3zrgc in v;tri;i:ion if and only if top,, -+ A ;is tl --, X. 
E:xfimple 2. Let 6” = ! <,,.!. , , . , &.,,, and 6” = (6 ,,.,, . . . , 6 ,,,,,) be two independent 
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=pn,k, p( tn,k = 11 &k-1 = 1) = q,l,k, 
P(6n.k =Ol&k-1 =o) =h.k, P&k := 1 l&k-, = 1) =q;l,k. 
Let P”, P”, ai, 3” be defined as in Example 1. Since 
cu:(x, y) = P&k =~l~r~,k-l=y)/P(~,,.k=~~~~.k-,=.V), 
we get 
~“t(1-Jn)21~~-1)={[p~.k(l-~,,,k-,)+(1~~-p,,.k)~,~.k--,]“2 
-hi.k(l--h.k- ,)+(I -~,,,,k,~,,,k-Il”2~Z 
III 
+{[qn,kh,k-,+(I -qn.k)(l-5,,.k--1)l”2 , 
-[l?,,.k~,d-1 +(I-@n.k)(l -‘ih,k-1)l”2}2 
By Theorem 2 we have that for \lp” - P" II--, 0 as n + 0~ it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
i [(~,jrr.k-p::.k)2+(~rt.k-q,*.k)7]-0. 
k-l 
(29) 
If the Markov chains considered are homogeneous, i.e. p,,.k = pII, b,,,k = e,*, q ,,,,, = q,, , 
Lj,,.l, = @,,, we have from (29) that for convergence of P” and P" in variation it is 
necessary and sufficient that 
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